In the previous paper,2} the solution to the packed tower process problem was proposed in the form of sequential cell flowgraph (abbreviated hereafter to FG) representation. There, because of space limitation, the question of howto choose an adequate one among several FGs constructed was not considered. In this report, a convergence test ofFG is proposed and its application to the selection of FG in the cooling tower process problem is described.
Convergence Test of Flowgraph
The procedure to construct the n-th cell FG is shown briefly. First, the tower height is divided equally, and the fundamental equations for the n-th cell are enumerated. Second, each of these equations is transformed into a FGunit and these units are connected to form an n-th cell FG. Generally, there are several n-th cell FGs by the combination of FG units, and it becomesa serious problem that we must decide which FG is to be adopted. As stated earlier,2) the n-th cell FG consists of left- 
Application Example
As an example, the selection of FG in the cooling tower process problem2) is treated. For the convenience of illustration, the fundamental equations of the n-th cell are rewritten in Table 1 , where equations of mass and heat balances, mass and heat fluxes, and other equations are included.
According to a rule2) that mass or heat flux must be chosen as a tearing variable, we can construct the three kinds ofn-th cell FGs (FG1, 2 and 3) from the combination of fundamental equations. They are shown in Fig. 1-3 , where FG1 has tearing variables qLn, <lGn and 'NWn9 FG2 has qLn, qWn, and NWn, and FG3 has qGn, qWn9 a.nd NWn. The Ch curves of tearing variables based on FG1-3 may be tested. Figure 4 shows a Ch curve of tearing variable qL, corresponding to n= 1 in qLn, based on FGl subject to qG=l, #^=0.001, tLB=20 and Az=0.001, which is decided to be convergent. In Table 2 , the results of convergence test of FG1-3 are prepared, where we can adopt FG1and FG3as an element of a sequential cell FG. The former was shown in the literature.2) In this report, the convergence test of FG to be chosen in the procedure of a sequential cell FG construction is proposed. Similarly, it can be applied to the selection of FGin the procedure of overall FG construction.Â 2) Yoshifuku, L: /. Chem. Eng. Japan, 18, 137 (1985) .
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